Audio Descriptions for Marie Feltin Event

A title slide reads “Boston Center for Independent Living presents The Marie Feltin Award ceremony” and shows Dr. Marie Feltin caring for a patient and blowing bubbles with a child. An image of a rally celebrating 25 years of the Americans with Disabilities Act is shown.

A photo montage continues...

White person wearing a cap and glasses seated in a wheelchair writing on a poster board that says, “Thanks to the ADA...”.

Then, three middle-aged people are given an award plaque. A Black woman, White woman and a White man smile as they pose for a picture.

Another image shows three White men holding picket signs walking for the protection of the ADA. One of the signs reads “Hands off my ADA”.

Next, a Black man and Asian man dressed in suits smile for the camera at a gala event, a fancy reception area buzzing with people behind them.

Then, a White woman in a wheelchair speaks into a microphone while she sits in the audience, two others sit beside her listening.

Next a group of people sit in a conference room to watch a livestream of Senator Chuck Schumer’s speech projected on the wall.

Then, an older White man rests his hand on another older White man's shoulder while posing for a picture at the gala event, they smile brightly.

Next, a Black man in a wheelchair approaches a table with a microphone, a Black woman stands behind him resting a hand on the wheelchair. Golden drapery hangs behind them.

Then, two Black men one in a suit the other in a baseball cap and glasses pose with a Black woman. A gold toned gala reception behind them.

Next, three older White women smile at the gala, one uses a crutch, the other two a wheelchair.

Then, an older white woman wears a striped yellow cardigan as she stands giving a speech behind a podium.

Next, two people work at a welcome desk at the gala event. The White woman wears her hair swept to the side, glasses and a dress. The White man wears a checker print button suit as they both smile.

Then, two White women wear staff name tags, and dress elegantly. They smile as they are pictured at the fancy reception area.

Next, a group of people stand holding a sign that reads “More! Not less funding for affordable housing”
Then, a White man is pictured speaking into a megaphone, he sits on a wheelchair inside a building. A White woman in a wheelchair also holds a megaphone, two other women listen to them.

Next five people smile at the gala, an older White man, two White women, a Black woman, and a White woman wearing a neck/head brace in the center.

Then, a Black man wearing a light-colored button down and yellow tie smiles alongside a young Black girl, she wears a white dress with golden trimming and a bow above her bun.

Next an Asian woman embraces a White man who sits as they pose for a picture at the gala.

Then, a group of White women sit at a gala table. They talk animatedly while they enjoy some cocktail drinks.

Next, a White woman in a black dress stands smiling next to a White man in a wheelchair, he wears a blue jacket and glasses. They are accompanied by two young White boys; they smile at their sides.

Then, a Black woman wearing a black and white dress and glasses smiles as she sits next to a Latinx woman wearing a blue blazer and White woman wearing a golden blouse. They embrace each other and smile.

Next, a group of people are outside on a sunny day holding signs that read “Disabled and Proud”.

Then, a White woman, wearing a red dress and a black blazer stands behind a podium giving a speech.

Next, another White woman gives a speech behind the white podium. She wears a black lace dress and golden jewelry.

Then, the same woman named Kate poses with her Marie Feltin award alongside a White man wearing a blue suit, a White woman wearing a blue blazer, and a Black woman wearing a blue top.

Next, a big group of people smile as they pose for a picture together. Three people in wheelchairs sit smiling in front of them.

Then, four people a White women and three men are standing talking with each other, behind them a busy reception hall.

Next, a White older woman holds a sign outside that reads “Affordable housing what?”

Then, a Black woman smiles next to three older White women at the gala, they are enjoying cocktails.

Next, a Black woman sits speaking into a microphone, a white woman sits beside her listening.

Then, a White man sits holding a sign that reads “I stand for disability rights, accessibility, safety, community, acceptance”

Next, a White woman in a wheelchair speaks into a microphone a sign tied to her chair reads “Access is a civil right”.
Then, three people are given Marie Feltin award plaques, a White woman, a White man and a Black woman smile as they pose for a picture.

Next, a white woman holds a sign that reads “I am a pre-existing condition”.

Then, a white man stands speaking into a microphone while a white man next to him sits in a wheelchair and listens to his speech.

Next, a white man sits in the audience speaking into a microphone. He wears a cap and gray hoodie.

Then a group of people all sitting in wheelchairs sit in a sit-in demonstration at a government executive office.

Next a group of 6 women and 6 men pose with the award recipients, some sit in wheelchairs, the recipient is a Black woman who holds a plaque reading the Marie Feltin award.

Then, a picture of Senator Ayanna Presley riding the red line train with an Asian woman sitting next to her in a wheelchair.

Next, a white woman stands with a black woman holding a sign that reads “Take the cuts off the table”.

Then, the backs of people facing the white house are shown. They wear bright red shirts that read “Advocacy, service, action!”

The title slide appears again with Dr. Marie Feltin, a white brunette woman who smiles as she helps her patients. The slide reads “please welcome Bill Henning and Dianna Hu”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Wlq_SOiCyU